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This work investigates the effects of the wall on the morphologic characteristics of non-premixed 
buoyancy driven turbulent flames attached to the wall. Experiments are carried out with rectangular 
burners having their long side attached to a wall. The investigation is based on dimensional analysis and 
comprehensive experimental data, including comparison of the flame characteristics of the wall attached 
flames with free flames. Results show that the non-dimensional flame heights of wall attached flames 
experience a two-dimensional to three-dimensional transition as free flames do. The critical dimensionless 
heat release rate for this transition is smaller for the wall attached flames (0.30) than that of the free flames 
(0.39). The flame height fluctuation of wall attached flames is smaller than that of free flames and 
decreases with an increase in the nozzle aspect ratio. The ratio of flame thickness (or flame width) to flame 
height of wall attached flames is smaller than that of free flames. New correlations for flame height, width 
and thickness of the wall attached flames are proposed based on the mirror-approach of the rectangular 
source relative to that of a free flame, where the burner perimeter is found to be an appropriate length 
scale. This work provides important knowledge on the effect of wall on flame characteristics of buoyancy 
driven buoyant turbulent flames, which is essential to the design and risk assessment of the laying of 
gaseous fuel transportation pipelines in the city and also provides data for validation of computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) models.  
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Cp air specific heat at constant pressure (kJkg
-1K-1) 
D diameter for a circular source (m) 
deff equal-perimeter diameter (m) 
 Froude number at the source exit 
 
flame Froude number  
g gravitational acceleration (ms-2) 
Gr flame Grashof number 
3
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Grcrit critical flame Grashof number 
Hf     flame height (m) 
Hf,maximum        maximum flame height on the basis of 0.05  flame intermittency (m)      
Hf,mean            mean flame height on the basis of 0.5  flame intermittency (m)       
Hf,minimum        minimum flame height on the basis of 0.95  flame intermittency (m) 
L length of the rectangular nozzle (m)  
 heat release rate (kW)       
Q∗&
 
dimensionless heat release rate, for the free flame freeQ Q
∗ ∗=& & , for the wall attached flame
wallQ Q
∗ ∗=& &    
 














&   (Eq. (1b))  
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(Eq.  (2b))  
S mass stoichiometric ratio of air to fuel  
thickf,mean        maximum mean flame thickness based on 0.5  flame intermittency (m) 
 ambient temperature (K)         
 Fr
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u0 gaseous fuel flow velocity (ms-1) 
W width of rectangular fuel source (m) 
Wf,mean             maximum mean flame width based on 0.5  flame intermittency (m)   
Greek symbols 
 fuel density at the environment condition (kgm-3) 
 density of the ambient air (kgm
-3) 
 
mean flame temperature rise (K) 
δ∆
 
mesh size (m) 
 















The report of “BP Statistical Review of World Energy” [1] showed that the natural gas consumption 
of China in recent 10 years has been increasing year by year with a growth rate of 15% from 2016 to 2017 
as shown in Fig. 1a. The increasing demand for gas fuels has stimulated the increasing use of natural gas 
pipelines in cities, which while making the utilization of public energy convenient is accompanied with 
greater risks of the pipeline leakage [2-4]. As a consequence, studies on the flame characteristics resulted 
from the pipeline leakage were conducted for both the normal atmospheric pressure [2] and the reduced 
pressure [3], in which the flame height correlations for different atmospheric pressures were proposed.  











         
Figure 1. a) Increasing natural gas consumption of China in recent 10 years; b) A case of nature 
gas pipeline leakage fire accident near a building wall in the city [Cited from 
http://news.sina.com.cn] (consulted on 12/2018). 
Since gaseous fuels have been used to provide energy in many fields, its combustion as well as flame 
characteristics during the energy utilization and transportation have been studied extensively [4-9]. Zhang 
et al. [4] proposed a mathematical model for flame volume estimation. Tang et al. [5] studied the 
combustion behavior of premixed propane flame with hydrogen addition in a combustor. Wierzbicki et al. 
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[6] revealed the effect of Pt and Rh catalysts on the combustion of propane in a meso-scale heat 
recirculation combustor. Kumar et al. [7] found that the addition of nitrogen would affect the flame height, 
soot free length fraction, radiant fraction, gas temperature and emissions of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 
diffusion flames. Akbari et al. [8] numerically investigated the flammability limit and flame stability of 
porous burners.  Rashwan et al. [9] made experimental investigations of partially premixed methane 
flames on the flammability limits, flame length, appearance and color. Additionally, extensive researches 
on risk issues of energy conversion and application have been conducted, since safety principles are 
fundamental guidelines for the utilization of the energy [4, 10-13]. Hughes et al. [10] proposed a 
systematic method for analyzing risk to energy systems, which could use both qualitative and quantitative 
data, and three worked examples illustrated the method. Su et al. [11] proposed a method to analyze 
reliability of supply of natural gas pipeline networks. Witkowski et al. [12] studied the safety problem of 
combustion product CO2 sequestration. Rimkevicius et al. [13] developed an approach for reliability 
assessment of district heating, gas and oil supply networks. Gaseous fuels are often stored in tank or 
transported in pipelines at high pressure. It has been reported that the pipeline leakage (or a broken relief 
valve) can produce large scale non-premixed buoyant turbulent flames resulting in serious damage to the 
surroundings due to its large heat fluxes as well as pollution impact to the environment, especially in cities 
where buildings are highly clustered [14, 15] (Fig. 1b). Clearly, the fire risk due to the buoyant turbulent 
flames is considerable and should be treated seriously in energy conversion and management.  
Flame morphologic characteristics (flame height, flame width, flame thickness, etc.) of a fuel gas 
leakage non-premixed buoyant turbulent flames are important parameters to evaluate its risk and impact 
to the surroundings [16]. Previous works reported in the literatures are mainly concentrated on the flame 
morphologic characteristics under free condition [16-19]. Palacios et al. [16] conducted large scale 
experiments to study the flame shape, flame length and flame width, and comparison with previous works 
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was made. Kang et al. [17] found that the flame characteristics behaved at two regimes with the increase 
of hydrogen mole fraction for a dimethyl ether diffusion flame with H2 addition. Shang et al. [18] studied 
the flame downwash length of non-premixed flames under the effect of wind. Lee et al. [19] studied the 
lift off behavior of jet flames with the effect of wind. We should notice that the leakage direction and 
pressure of gas are also important to the flame characteristics, and some works in the literatures have been 
reported for free conditions. The horizontal flame length and the vertical flame height of horizontally 
oriented turbulent flames for different heat release rates and release pressures produced by circular burners 
have been studied and correlated in [20-22]. Smith et al. [23] and Zhang et al. [24] studied the flame size 
of horizontally oriented flames produced by elliptic burners and rectangular burners, respectively. 
However, in the urban areas where there are dense buildings, the flame produced by pipeline leakage is 
affected by the building walls as shown in Fig. 1b, where a wall attached flame is present. Because of the 
restriction of air entrainment due to the wall, the flame characteristics of wall attached buoyant turbulent 
flame are expected to be different from those of free flames. So, it is necessary to investigate the flame 
morphologic characteristics of wall attached gaseous non-premixed buoyant turbulent flames with the 
effect of surrounding buildings, i.e., by a building wall [2]. This work focuses on the effects of a side wall 
on vertical buoyancy driven turbulent flames with different heat release rates.  
Previous studies on flame morphologic characteristics of wall attached flames are still limited, and 
most of them are concentrated on flame heights where several different methods are used to determine 
flame heights [25-33]. Back et al. [25] reported some flame height data for wall attached flames using the 
50% intermittency criterion and compared with the values deduced from thermocouple measurements 
using the 500 ℃ average centerline temperature criterion. Delichatsios [26] proposed a correlation for the 
flame height of a two-dimensional turbulent wall fire measured using the 50% intermittency criterion. 
Kulkarni [28] reported some data of wall attached flames which were deduced from video recordings 
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frame by frame, by an average of 30 consecutive flame tip heights. Some simulations [29, 32] were also 
conducted for wall-attached flames, in which, Jangi et al. [29] defined the flame height based on the 
temperature criterion. In [30], the flame height was an average of three measurements, namely average 
luminous image fields; binary identification of flame on each instantaneous image and then, by averaging; 
50% flame intermittency criterion. Quintiere et al. [31] conducted experiments and proposed an 
expression of the flame height for wall flames, in which the flame height was the average value of the 
maximum visible luminous flame height observed from eleven continuous video records. For the 
rectangular source, Hasemi [27] reported the average flame tip heights which were the average of the 
height of flame tips observed for three minutes at intervals of 0.5 seconds on the videotape. For the square 
source, Hasemi et al. [33] studied the maximum flame height defined as the limit of the existence of flame 
tips in visual observations, and they also studied the height of continuous flames defined as the limit under 
which a solid flame was always observed in videotape. Meanwhile at present, little research addressed 
other flame characteristics (flame fluctuation, flame width, flame thickness) of wall attached flames, these 
factors reflect the effect of the wall on the air entrainment and mixing of the flame [34]. The presence or 
absence of a wall affects the air entrainment as well as the flame (height) fluctuations, both of which are 
important in determining the flame geometries [34, 35]. And it is necessary to study the wall attached 
flame height fluctuations and compare it to that of a free flame in order to understand their differences in 
turbulence. In addition to flame height and fluctuations, the width (in the direction parallel to the wall) 
and thickness (in the direction normal to the wall) of the flame against a wall are also important for 
evaluating the thermal impact to the wall as well as the radiation to nearby flammable objects [25]. 
However, no research has been investigated on these two flame morphologic characteristics attached to a 
wall. Furthermore, the shape (or aspect ratio) of the fire source is expected to have an important influence 
on the flame behavior. In reality, the fuel source can be simplified as (i) axisymmetric (aspect ratio (burner 
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length to burner width) =1), (ii) rectangular and (iii) linear (aspect ratio is very large, e.g. 100:1). Therefore, 
it is also necessary to study the above flame morphologic characteristics for different source aspect ratios 
to have general applications. 
Based on above knowledge gap, the present work investigated experimentally the flame morphologic 
characteristics of buoyancy driven turbulent flames issuing from nozzles attached to a wall. Rectangular 
nozzles with various aspect ratios were employed. The flame height and fluctuations, flame width and 
flame thickness were quantified and correlated with the nozzle geometry and the heat release rate. The 
differences of flame morphologic characteristics between wall attached flames and free flames were 
quantified and discussed with regard to changes of air entrainment and mixing for various source aspect 
ratios. Correlations for the flame height, flame fluctuation, flame width and flame thickness were proposed. 
These observations are essential for the assessment of risk and environmental impact of gas fuel 
transportation leakage in the urban. And it also provides the basic knowledge about buoyancy driven 
turbulent flames attached to a wall, which is related to the design of gaseous fuel storage and transportation 
systems in the urban area. 
2. Experiments 
Figure 2a depicts the experimental setup, instrumentation as well as the definition of flame 
morphologic characteristics for the wall-attached flames. Four rectangular propane nozzles as designed in 
detail in [36] were employed with exit dimensions W (width, normal to wall) × L (length, parallel to wall) 
of 2 mm × 142.5 mm, 4 mm × 71.25 mm, 5.97 mm × 47.75 mm, 16.88 mm × 16.88 mm having aspect 
ratio varying from 71:1 to 1:1. These shapes were used to represent the source aspect ratios in reality 
which vary from 1 to very large values. Propane was used in this work because it is more easily available 
than methane due to its lower cost and had been used widely in the previous studies on gaseous diffusion 
flame combustion [2-5, 16, 18]. The flame heights of different fuels including both propane and methane 
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were compared in [28] and it was found that there is nearly no difference between propane and methane. 
The controlling factor on the flame height is the heat release rate. So, Propane was used as the fuel in this 
work. Propane fuel flows through a pressure gauge, a flow meter and then through a plenum chamber into 
the rectangular burner source. The wall was made of a mica board (thickness of 0.02 m, size of 2.5 m 
(height) × 1.25 m (width)) having low thermal conductivity and good heat resistance. The fuel supply 
rates were monitored and controlled by a flow rate meter. The heat release rates (HRR) ranged from 2.23-
19.64 kW for the wall attached buoyancy driven turbulent t flames so the flame height was less than that 
of the wall (the Froude number at the source Fr=u0/(gdeff)0.5 ranged from 0.101-1.834) where u0 was the 
flow velocity of the fuel at the exit of the nozzle, g was the acceleration of gravity, and deff was the equal-
perimeter diameter of the nozzle. For the free flames, the HRR ranged from 11.29-36.13 kW (with larger 
heat release rates than those of the wall attached flames) (Fr ranged from 0.494-2.657).  




































Fig. 2 (a) Experimental setup and typical flame intermittency contours for wall attached buoyancy 
driven turbulent flames (nozzle: 47.75 mm × 5.97 mm; heat release rate: 19.64 kW); (b) 
Determination of flame morphologic parameters based on image processing.     
Here, we concentrated on buoyancy-driven (flame height increases with an increase in the heat release 
rate) turbulent flames and two non-dimensional parameters, the flame Froude number [37] and the flame 
Grashof number (Gr) [38-40] were used to determine the flow characteristics of the experimental 
conditions. In the calculation of the flame Froude number , d was replaced by the equivalent diameter 
of the burner. For a buoyancy-driven flame, <5 [37], and the turbulence criterion requires that 
92 10critGr Gr≥ ≈ ×  [39] where Grcrit is the critical flame Grashof number. Table 1 shows all the 
experimental conditions. Each case was repeated three times and the averaged values were used for 
analysis. 
Two Digital Videos with 1920 × 1280 pixels (as shown in Fig. 2) were used during the experiments 
to record the flame at 25 fps. One was positioned perpendicular to the shorter side of the nozzle (DV#1) 
to record the flame height and the flame thickness, and the other one was positioned perpendicular to the 
longer side of the nozzle (DV#2) for recording the flame width. In this work, the macroscopic flame 
characteristics were focused. Due to time-fluctuating nature of the buoyant flame, an average method is 
fFr
fFr
Original image Grey-scale 
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needed to be obtain the flame macroscopic dimensions. Flame contours were then obtained by applying 
the image average processing method (Otsu method [41]) employing MATLAB program as done in [24]. 
Firstly, the recorded flame videos (30 s for each case) were decompressed into consecutive frames (25 × 
30 = 750 frames). Secondly, each frame was converted to a gray scale image and then to a binary image 
(Fig. 2b). Finally, the flame intermittency contour was obtained, as shown in Fig. 2b, by averaging the 
binary values at each pixel point of the binary image for the 750 consecutive frames. The reference length 
scales were calibrated in advance for each test. It is noted that the fluctuation frequency of such buoyant 
flame is normally in the range of 3-8 HZ [42]. So, the camera with normal frame speed of 25 fps is 
sufficient to capture the average flame characteristics from 750 consecutive frames. Thus the flame 
dimensions were accurately gained from the pixel length from the experimental flame images. The values 
of flame height, flame width and flame thickness were quantified based on the intermittency [24, 43-45] 
as illustrated in Fig. 2a. This method has been successfully used in defining the flame length of a 
horizontally oriented flames [24], vertical free line-source flames [44] and line-source flames with air 
entrainment constraint by two parallel side walls [45], which provided objective quantifications of these 
flame morphologic parameters.  
























































 1 0.096 2.23 0.419 0.096 2.23 0.482 0.096 2.23 0.416 0.096 2.23 0.295 
2 0.144 3.35 0.495 0.143 3.35 0.506 0.143 3.35 0.528 0.143 3.35 0.397 
3 0.191 4.46 0.554 0.191 4.46 0.615 0.191 4.46 0.631 0.191 4.46 0.507 
4 0.268 6.25 0.641 0.268 6.25 0.675 0.268 6.25 0.696 0.268 6.25 0.638 
5 0.383 8.93 0.743 0.383 8.93 0.778 0.383 8.93 0.778 0.383 8.93 0.784 
6 0.459 10.71 0.807 0.459 10.71 0.839 0.459 10.71 0.830 0.459 10.71 0.838 
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7 0.574 13.39 0.873 0.574 13.39 0.907 0.574 13.39 0.914 0.574 13.39 0.920 
8 0.727 16.96 0.918 0.727 16.96 0.938 0.727 16.96 0.965 0.727 16.96 0.964 








1 0.469 11.29 0.640 0.469 11.29 0.650 0.469 11.29 0.598 0.469 11.29 0.510 
2 0.657 15.81 0.709 0.656 15.81 0.702 0.750 18.07 0.695 0.657 15.81 0.600 
3 0.844 20.32 0.759 0.844 20.32 0.732 1.032 24.84 0.764 0.938 22.58 0.623 
4 1.032 24.84 0.803 1.031 24.84 0.779 1.219 29.36 0.825 1.219 29.36 0.730 
5 1.220 29.36 0.840 1.220 29.36 0.832 1.313 31.62 0.842 1.501 36.13 0.791 
6    1.407 33.87 0.899       
3. Results and Discussion 
In this section, correlations for the morphologic characteristics of wall attached flames (flame height, 
flame fluctuations, flame width and flame thickness) were discussed and related to those of free flames. 
3.1 Flame height 
The minimum, mean, maximum flame heights were defined as the point where flame intermittencies 
are 0.95, 0.5 and 0.05, respectively as obtained from the flame intermittency contours (Fig. 2). Figure 3 
plots the mean flame height (based on the intermittency of 0.5) against the HRR for both free flames and 
wall attached flames of four rectangular nozzles. Figure 3 shows that the mean flame height of the wall 
attached flame is much larger than that of free flames for the same HRR. Their difference increases with 
increasing heat release rate. It is noted that for the wall attached flames, the flame height of the linear 
nozzle 0.1425 m × 0.002 m is lower than that of the other nozzles at small heat release rates, but there is 
no great difference in the flame heights between the four nozzles at higher heat release rates. For the free 
flames, the flame height of the linear nozzle 0.1425 m × 0.002 m is lower than that of the other nozzles in 
the whole HRR range of this work. This is because that the burner dimension has an important effect on 
the air entrainment, and the linear nozzle 0.1425 m × 0.002 m has a larger perimeter to entrain more air 
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than the other burners.  

















This work-wall attached flame
This work-free flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
Source dimension (Unit m):
 
Fig. 3 Variation of mean flame height (based on the 0.5 flame intermittency) with HRR for both 
free flames and wall attached flames.  
To compare in a meaningful way the differences in the entrainment between free flames and wall 
attached flames, we normalized and plotted the flame height data in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) respectively.  
For free flames (Fig. 4(a)) of a rectangular source of size L and W, the flame height was normalized 
by the perimeter 2(L+W) which was used as the length scale and the corresponding non-dimensional 
equations were proposed as:  
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The data in [38, 44, 45] obtained by the same method as the one in this work are also shown in Fig. 4(a) 
for a comparison.  
For the wall attached flames (Fig. 4(b)), we used their mirror image (Eq. (2)) to plot the data as it 
was usually done [46]. The data in [25] obtained by the same method as the one in this work are also 
( )kWQ&
( ), mf meanH
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shown in Fig. 4(b) for a comparison. In this case the appropriate effective perimeter was 2(L+2W) and the 
effective heat release rate was taken as 2&Q: 
 ( ) ( )
5 2
2
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(2b) 
Regarding Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we can make the following observations: 
(1) For both cases, two regimes for the normalized flame height are observed: one having a 2/3 power 
dependence on the normalized HRR for low HRRs and the second having a 2/5 power dependence on the 
normalized HRR for large HRRs as also observed in similar plots in the literature [47]. The first regime 
corresponds to a two-dimensional plume and the second regime to an axisymmetric three-dimensional 
plume. For the first regime, it is noted that, for the line nozzle case (L is much larger than W) of wall 
attached flames, the correlation can be rearranged as ( )2 3, 0.049f meanH Q L= &  which is close to the 
previous correlation ( )2 3, 0.042f meanH Q L= &  [48], and the flame height of a wall attached buoyancy driven 
turbulent flame is about 1.85 times of that of a free flame with the same nozzle dimension and the same 
heat release rate. It is also noted that, the transition behavior from two-dimensional plume to the 
axisymmetric three-dimensional plume of the wall attached flames with increasing heat release rate can 
be clearly identified from relatively small HRRs for the burners used in this work.  
(2) For the second regime, we notice that the flame height is independent of the chosen length scale 
but it depends only on the HRR. In addition, the proportionality coefficient is 3.66 for the free flames 
(0.39 22.51freeQ
∗< <& ) and 3.89 for the wall attached flames (0.30 10.97wallQ
∗< <& ), which shows that the 
restriction of the wall has no great effect on the normalized flame height by using the new definition of 
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dimensionless heat release rate. And this means that the flame height for a wall attached source with a 
dimension L × W and HRR Q&  is almost equal to the flame height for a free source with a dimension L × 
2W and HRR 2Q& . The reason is due to the following competing effects: For wall attached flames, it is 
expected, compared to free flamets, that the air entrainment rate and fluctuations will decrease in the 
presence of the wall which impedes large scale eddies (as shown in Fig. 6 later). Reduced air entrainment 
would tend to increase the flame height but reduced fluctuations would tend to decrease it because they 
induce better mixing and thus more efficient combustion. It is also noted that the flame height of a wall 
attached flame is about 1.4 times of that of a free flame with the same source dimension and the same 
HRR. For free flames, the correlation can be rearranged as 
2 5
, 0.22f meanH Q= &  which is very close to 
Heskestad’s correlation [46, 49] 
2 5
, 0.235 1.02f meanH Q D= −&  with small D. 
(3) Transition from the two-dimensional (2/3 power) to the three-dimensional (2/5 power) regime 
occurs at the normalized heat release rate 0.39 for free flames and the normalized heat release rate 0.30 
for wall attached flames. It is noted that there is some deviation of experimental data from the correlation 
around the critical non-dimensional HRR value (0.4~0.6) in Fig. 4a, corresponding to the transition from 
two-dimensional to three-dimensional plume which would still have some uncertainty herein. However, 
the critical non-dimensional HRR value is the best point that could be found from the intersection of the 
two correlation lines of the two regimes based on the data available. For the first regime, the 
proportionality coefficient is 4.70 (based on the data of this work and the data in [38, 44, 45], 
0.035 0.39freeQ
∗< <& ) for the free flames and 5.47 (based on the data of this work and the data in [25], 
0.003 0.30wallQ
∗< <& ) for the wall attached flames.  
Further analysis and differences of literature flame height data for free flames and wall attached 
flames are included in Appendix A, which also supports the two-regime behavior of the flame height, 
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(b) wall attached flame 
Fig. 4 Normalized mean flame height for wall attached flames and free flames based on Eq. (1) 
and Eq. (2) (“mirror” treatment), respectively, showing that the non-dimensional flame heights of 
both wall attached flames and free flames experience a two-dimensional to three-dimensional 
transition.  
In order to more clearly capture the difference in the flow field (hence air entrainment) between the 
wall-attached and the free flames, we performed Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of 


































Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) (Version: 6.7.0) Large Eddy Simulation (LES) tool. The default simple 
chemistry, mixing-controlled combustion model (single-step) was used for the reaction in the simulations 
[50]. This approach has been widely applied in modeling of buoyant turbulent flame macroscopic 
characteristics [51, 52]. Here, it considers a single fuel species that is composed primarily of C, H, O, and 
N that reacts with oxygen in one mixing controlled step to form H2O, CO2, soot, and CO [50], which is 
applicable for the fuel of propane in the present study. Moreover, it is a fundamental methodology that for 
a given heat release rate, the flame morphologic characteristic parameter of non-premixed buoyancy 
driven turbulent flames was only controlled by the mixing (entrainment) of air with fuel [49, 53, 54]. 
Figure 5 showed the mesh size of the FDS simulations for both wall-attached and free flames. In the 
simulation, the smallest mesh size for the wall-attached flame case was 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm, and the 
largest mesh size was 6 mm × 6 mm × 6 mm with 2.17 million meshes. The smallest mesh size and the 
largest mesh size for the free flame case were also 3 mm ×3 mm ×3 mm and 6 mm ×6 mm ×6 mm, 
respectively, with 3.64 million meshes.  
                                                                           
(a) wall-attached flame                                                                  (b) free flame 
18 cm ( δ∆ =3 mm) 
21 cm ( δ∆ =6 mm) 
6 cm ( δ∆ =6 mm) 
18 cm ( δ∆ =3 mm) 
6 cm ( δ∆ =6 mm) 
Burner 
9 cm ( δ∆ =3 mm) 
21 cm ( δ∆ =6 mm) 
6 cm  
δ∆ =6 mm 
9 cm ( δ∆ =3 mm) 
6 cm  





Fig. 5 CFD simulation setup and mesh sizes.  
Figure 6 shows the temperature profiles and velocity vectors within a cycle from the view normal to 
the short side of the nozzle, where the blue lines are the streamlines. For the wall-attached flame, from 
Fig. 6a, we can see that the vortex only exits on the free side of the plume. At 12.66 s, the first vortex 
appears at the flame low part and moves up over time. The vortex disappears from the plumes after 0.09 
s. For the free flame, Fig. 6b shows that the vortexes exist symmetrically on the both sides of the plume. 
After 0.06 s, the vortexes exist at both the lower and upper parts of the plume. Subsequently, the size of 
the vertex at the lower position decreases, whereas the size of the vertex at the upper position increases 
over the time (12.72 s-12.81 s in Fig. 6b). By comparing Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, we can see that the size of 
the large-scale vertex of free flame is larger than that of the wall-attached flame and that, based on our 
observation, the vertex of the free flame exits over the whole cycle time. The plume surface of the free 
flame is more turbulent than that of the wall-attached flame. All the above observed phenomena may lead 
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Fig. 6 FDS simulation results of temperature profiles and velocity vectors of both the free flame 
and the wall attached flame for the source of 47.75 mm × 5.97 mm with  
heat release rate of 8.93 kW.  
In the following sections only the results for the 2/5 power regime (see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)), in which 
the flame height is independent of the chosen length scale but depends only on the heat release rate, are 
discussed for the free flames and the wall attached flames to have a fair comparison.  
3.2 Flame height fluctuations  
We plot in Fig. 7 the flame fluctuations as expressed by the ratio of maximum flame height 
,f m a x im u mH  
(0.05 intermittency) to the minimum (continuous) flame height 
,f m inim umH  (0.95 intermittency) against the 
non-dimensional HRR (for the free flame freeQ Q
∗ ∗=& &  (Eq. 1b), for the wall attached flame 
w allQ Q
∗ ∗=& &  (Eq. 
2b)). It can be seen that, for the free flames, this ratio is about 2. For the wall attached flames, the ratio is 
smaller (1.4 to about 1.8) than that for the free flames, and decreases with increasing source aspect ratio. 
This indicates that free flames have a larger flame height fluctuation than that of the wall attached flames. 
This result is also corroborated by Fig. 8 showing the ratio of the mean (0.5 intermittency) to minimum 
(continuous, 0.95 intermittency) flame height. It can be seen that, for the free flames, this ratio is almost 
constant about 1.46. For the wall attached flames, this ratio is smaller than that of the free flames and 
decreases with increasing source aspect ratio. 
The reduced flame fluctuations coupled with the reduced entrainment in wall attached flames has 
helped to explain why wall attached flame heights appropriately normalized in section 3.1 are almost the 





















Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-free flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-wall attached flame
0.1425×0.002
 
Fig. 7 Flame height fluctuation range for free flames and wall attached flames, showing that the 
flame height fluctuation of wall attached flame is smaller than that of free flame, and decreases 

















Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-free flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-wall attached flame
0.1425×0.002
 
Fig. 8 The ratio of the mean flame height to the minimum flame height for free flames and wall 
attached flames which has the similar behavior with the flame height fluctuation range in Fig. 7.   
3.3 Flame width  
Figure 9 presents the maximum mean flame width 
,f m eanW  (based on the 0.5 flame intermittency, see 
illustration in Fig. 2) normalized by the mean flame height. It shows that the normalized flame width of a 

















flame thickness of a free flame (shown later in section 3.4, Fig. 11), we can observe that the flame width 
and the flame thickness are almost the same for the three burners with relatively smaller aspect ratios. 
This means that the flames of these sources have reached nearly axisymmetric conditions for large heat 
release rates. However, for the largest aspect ratio burner, the normalized flame width is slightly larger 
than the normalized flame thickness. Figure 9 shows that for a wall attached flame, the higher the aspect 
ratio, the larger the flame width. However, the difference between the four source aspect ratios decreases 
with increasing HRR (or the flame height). This finding is different from that observed for the behavior of 
the flame thickness of a wall attached flame (section 3.4, Fig. 11), which is due to the fact that the effect 
of the nozzle length (larger than the source width) still exists especially for larger aspect ratios. The 

















Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-free flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-wall attached flame
0.1425×0.002
 
Fig. 9 Ratio of maximum mean flame width to the mean flame height for both free flames and wall 
attached flames.  
The normalized flame width by using the appropriate effective perimeter is correlated with the non-
dimensional HRR as shown in Fig. 10. The results indicate that the data for both free flames and wall 
attached flames almost coincide with each other. A general correlation can be obtained for both free flames 
and wall attached flames (0.30 22.51freeQ
∗< <& ) as shown in Fig. 10, which can be used to estimate the 
damage area in the lateral direction.  
, ,f mean f meanW H
Decreasing with decreasing  



































This work-wall attached flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-free flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
 
Fig. 10 Correlation of normalized flame width with non-dimensional heat release rate for both free 
flames and wall attached flames. 
3.4 Flame thickness 
Figure 11 shows the maximum mean flame thickness 
,f m eanth ick  (based on the 0.5 flame 
intermittency, see illustration in Fig. 1) normalized by the mean flame height. It is noted that the ratio of 
flame thickness to flame height reflects in a manner the diffusion and mixing as well as fluctuation, which 
is a basic feature of diffusive combustion and flame instability as a nature of buoyant flow. The 
comparison of this ratio between the wall attached buoyancy driven turbulent flames and the free flames 
can reflect the differences between the air entrainment in these two cases. For a wall attached flame, one 
can imagine that the flame thickness is half of that for a free flame, so we plot  instead 
of   to compare with the flame thickness of free flames.  
For the free flames,  is slightly decreased with decreasing source aspect ratio (the 
source width increased and source length decreased). The influence of the source width decreases with 
increasing flame height. However, the effect of the source length still exists, and the air entrainments from 
this side decreases with decreasing nozzle aspect ratio (the source length decreases with the decreasing of 
the nozzle aspect ratio) leading to the decreasing of the flame thickness.   
, ,2 f mean f meanthick H
, ,f mean f meanthick H






















For the wall attached flames,  of the four burners are smaller than 
 of the free flames especially for larger aspect ratios. We believe that this behavior is 
due to decreased fluctuations when the wall is present as discussed in section 3.2. In addition, Fig. 11 
shows that  decreases with an increase in the source aspect ratio, which is consistent 



















Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-free flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-wall attached flame
0.1425×0.002
 
Fig. 11 Ratio of maximum mean flame thickness to the mean flame height for both free flames and 
wall attached flames.  
We further plot the normalized flame thickness by using the appropriate effective perimeter with the 
effective non-dimensional HRR as shown in Fig. 12. For the free flames, a correlation is obtained for 
0.39 22.51freeQ
∗< <&  
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(3)  
For the wall attached flames, a correlation is obtained as following for 0.30 10.97wallQ
∗< <&  
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(4) 
The above correlations of the flame thickness can also be used to estimate the path length through the 
, ,2 f mean f meanthick H
, ,f mean f meanthick H
, ,2 f mean f meanthick H
Decreasing with decreasing  
















wall attached flame  
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flame which is related to the radiative heat flux for evaluating the thermal impact to the wall as well as 
the radiation to nearby flammable objects.  
























This work-wall attached flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
This work-free flame
Source dimension (Unit m):
 
Fig. 12 Correlations of normalized flame thickness with non-dimensional heat release rate for both 
free flames and wall attached flames. 
 
4. Concluding remarks 
This paper investigates the flame morphologic characteristics of wall attached non-premixed 
buoyancy driven turbulent flames. Flame height and fluctuations, flame thickness and flame width of wall 
attached flames are quantified comprehensively and compared with those of free flames. Major findings 
include: 
(1) The non-dimensional flame heights of wall attached flames also experience a two-dimensional to 
three-dimensional transition as free flames do, where the effective perimeter of the source is found to be 
an appropriate length scale for correlation. The critical non-dimensional heat release rate for this transition 
of the wall attached flames is smaller than that of the free flames (Fig. 4).  
(2) The flame height fluctuations represented by the ratio of maximum to minimum flame heights of 
a wall attached flames are smaller than that of free flames, and it decreases with increasing source aspect 





















is needed for air entrainment (or namely, less total entrained air is needed) for the wall attached flames to 
complete combustion, than the free flames. However, due to the competition of reduced fluctuation and 
reduced air entrainment of wall attached flames, both cases have the similar non-dimensional flame height 
as shown in Fig. 4.  
(3) The ratio of flame width to flame height of wall attached flames is slightly smaller than that of 
free flames especially for larger aspect ratios (Fig. 9). The ratio of flame thickness to flame height of wall 
attached flames is smaller than that of free flames, and it decreases with increasing source aspect ratio 
(Fig. 11). Correlations are proposed for flame width (Fig. 10) and flame thickness (Fig. 12, Eq. (3) and 
(4)) where the effective perimeter of the source is also found to be an appropriate length scale. 
This work provides important and basic knowledge for the effect of wall on flame characteristics of 
vertical gaseous non-premixed buoyancy driven turbulent flames, which could be referable widely for the 
design of gaseous fuel transportation systems as well as the assessment of risk and environmental impact 
of gas fuel transportation systems leakage in the urban. More work for various release direction and 
pressure of gas of wall attached buoyancy driven turbulent flames would be an interesting and important 
future work. We also notice that high speed camera could be beneficial to obtain more clearly the 
combustion characteristics, for example [55], especially the fast micro-scale flow behaviors inside the 
turbulent flame. This could also be interesting future work. 
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Appendix A. Literature flame height data by different methods 
Figures A.1(a) and A.1(b) compare the normalized mean flame heights of this work with literature 
data [27, 28, 38, 47, 56] all belonging to the line-source flame correlation regime (i.e. flame heights depend 
on the 2/3 power of the heat release rate).  
For the free flame height in Fig. A.1(a), Yuan et al. [56] conducted an experimental study using two 
burners having dimensions L × W: 0.20 m × 0.015 m and 0.50 m × 0.015 m, where the mean height of the 
visible flame tips were obtained from 3 minutes samples of video records. The correlation of their data 














The data in [47] as shown in Fig. A.1(a) concerns flame heights in a line-source burner (1 m × 0.1 m) 
where the reported values of flame height are the average of the height of flame-tips observed of the 
videotape for more than 3 minutes at the intervals of 1 s. Their data have the following relation employing 














In a recent paper [38], a line-source burner (0.50 m × 0.05 m) was used and the same method as in this 
work was used to obtain the flame height. Their correlation line (taking the radiative heat loss fraction to 














From Fig. A.1(a) and Eqs. (A.1)-(A.3), we can see that the correlation based on the work in [38] which 
uses the same method as ours to get  the flame height is close to this work in contrast to the correlations 
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in [47, 56].  
For the wall attached flame, the data from [28] shown in Fig. A.1(b) were deduced from video 
recordings frame by frame, by an average of 30 consecutive flame tip heights. The flame height is 














which is similar to the correlation in our work. 
The data from [27] in Fig. A1(b) is the average flame tip heights for 3 minutes at intervals of 0.5 














By comparing Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.5) obtained from the same authors [27, 46], we note that they are 
almost the same showing for free and wall attached flames, which represents maximum flame heights 
(flame tips). 
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(b) wall attached flame 
Fig. A.1 Normalized flame height for both free flames and wall attached flames and comparison 
with the data reported in the literatures [27, 28, 38, 47, 56], showing the two-regimes behavior 





























Fig. 1: a) Increasing natural gas consumption of China in recent 10 years; b) A case of nature gas pipeline 
leakage fire accident near a building wall in the city [Cited from http://news.sina.com.cn] 
(consulted on 12/2018). 
Fig. 2: (a) Experimental setup and typical flame intermittency contours for wall attached buoyancy driven 
turbulent flames (nozzle: 47.75 mm × 5.97 mm; heat release rate: 19.64 kW); (b) Determination 
of flame morphologic parameters based on image processing.   
Fig. 3: Variation of mean flame height (based on the 0.5 flame intermittency) with HRR for both free 
flames and wall attached flames.   
Fig. 4: Normalized mean flame height for wall attached flames and free flames based on Eq. (1) and Eq. 
(2) (“mirror” treatment), respectively, showing that the non-dimensional flame heights of both wall 
attached flames and free flames experience a two-dimensional to three-dimensional transition.  
Fig. 5: CFD simulation setup and mesh sizes. 
Fig. 6: FDS simulation results of temperature profiles and velocity vectors of both the free flame and the 
wall attached flame for the source of 47.75 mm × 5.97 mm with heat release rate of 8.93 kW.  
Fig. 7: Flame height fluctuation range for free buoyancy driven flames and wall attached flames, showing 
that the flame height fluctuation of wall attached flame is smaller than that of free flame, and 
decreases with the increasing of the burner aspect ratio. 
Fig. 8: The ratio of the mean flame height to the minimum flame height for free flames and wall attached 
flames which has the similar behavior with the flame height fluctuation range in Fig. 7.   
Fig. 9: Ratio of maximum mean flame width to the mean flame height for both free flames and wall 
attached flames. 
Fig. 10: Correlation of normalized flame width with non-dimensional heat release rate for both free flames 
and wall attached flames. 
Fig. 11: Ratio of maximum mean flame thickness to the mean flame height for both free flames and wall 
attached flames.   
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Fig. 12: Correlations of normalized flame thickness with non-dimensional heat release rate for both free 
flames and wall attached flames. 
Fig. A.1: Normalized flame height for both free flames and wall attached flames and comparison with the 
data reported in the literatures [27, 28, 38, 47, 56], showing the two-regimes behavior although the 



























Table. 1: Summary of experimental conditions of both wall attached flames and free flames.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
